Leptin receptor/CD295 is upregulated on primary human mesenchymal stem cells of advancing biological age and distinctly marks the subpopulation of dying cells.
During the lifetime of an adult organism, stem cells face extrinsic and intrinsic aging. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) can be expanded in culture, and the proliferation potential of individual cell isolates before growing senescent appear to be dependent on fitness and age of the donor, respectively. To date no molecular markers are available, which specifically reflect the degree of cellular aging in a population of MSC. Employing a genomic approach, we noticed that the gene encoding leptin receptor (also termed OB-R) is differentially regulated in MSC derived from aged donors as well as in MSC that had been stressed due to cultivation under hyperoxic conditions. We further observed that the leptin receptor transcript levels in primary MSC isolates are inversely correlated with the prospective number of generations that are ahead of these cells in culture, i.e., the number of population doublings that will occur in long term culture prior to cessation of growth due to replicative senescence. The MSC subpopulation, which exhibited distinctly elevated levels of leptin receptor or CD295 at the cell surface, is indistinguishable from dying cells. Considered together with the observation that primary MSC derived from healthy individuals showed proliferation capacities that declined at differentially increasing rates, we concluded that attenuation of MSC proliferation potential during aging greatly relies on the strictly increasing withdrawal of cells due to cell death.